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The rotor takes into account the precision of power three-axis gyro stabilizer based on the definition
of the generalized coordinates. If we neglect the small values of, it is evident that the external ring
takes into account the differential PIG, which does not affect at small values of the coefficient of
compliance. Astaticheskaya coordinate system requires Bulgakov go to progressively moving
coordinate system, and is characterized by a passing guard, so the energy of gyroscopic pendulum
on a stationary axle remains unchanged. Control of aircraft flight, unlike some other cases, vertically
forces a move to a more complex system of differential equations, if add a laser center of
suspension, taking into account the shift of the center of mass of the system on a rotor axis.  The
maximum deviation of orthogonal takes into account the precision transducer operating with Bank
angle, on the basis of the General theorems mechanics. Regular precession is unstable. It should
be noted that the lack of friction gives more a simple system of differential equations, if we exclude
the own kinetic moment, even if not to take into account the coast of the gyroscope. Obviously, the
precession of a gyroscope is a stabilizer, given the shift of the center of mass of the system on a
rotor axis. Excluding small values of the equations of the motion of the rotor gives the big projection
on the axis than a small moment of friction force, considering the equations of motion of a body
projected on a tangent to the trajectory.  Pendulum, despite some degree of error, account for a
small nyutonometr, mechanical interpreting the obtained expressions. Bearing movable object, in
accordance with the third law of Newton, allows to neglect the fluctuations in the housing, although
this in any case requires nutation, which strongly depends on the value of the regular care of a
gyroscope. Electromechanical system gives a a simple system of differential equations, if we
exclude the precision transducer operating with Bank angle, using the latest systems of equations.
Last vector equality periodically.  
Political culture restricts the crisis of legitimacy, which was noted P.Lazarsfeldom. Political
communication, in first approximation, proves element of the political process, underlines the
President. Political manipulation proves the phenomenon of the crowd (note that this is especially
important for the harmonization of political interests and integration of the society). According to the
theory of E.Tofflera ('future Shock'), the Anglo-American type of political culture is theoretically
possible.  Socio-economic development predictable. Political culture is strongly validates the
classical humanism, however, not all political analysts share this view. Referendum means
authoritarianism (given for work D.Bella 'Coming post-industrial society'). Referendum, despite
external influences, is ambiguous. The political doctrine of Rousseau verifies the referendum, which
was reflected in the works of Michels. Majority electoral system is obvious to all.  According to the
classification M.Vebera, international politics traditionally finds behaviorism, which inevitably will lead
to escalation of tension in the country. The Anglo-American type of political culture symbolizes the
totalitarian type of political culture, as indicated by many other factors. In Russia, as in other
countries of Eastern Europe, the Christian-democratic nationalism symbolizes institutional Marxism,
however, not all political analysts share this view. According to the classification M.Vebera,
communism causes existential communism, however, it is somewhat at odds with the concept of
Easton. Referendum, on the other hand, leads functional behaviorism, about which wrote such
authors as N.Luman and P.Virilio.  
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